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This book has been bandied about as thriller of the year; thriller of the decade even. Because of these labels, I have been reluctant to read it. Books with these recommendations never live up to expectations. But the hype continues and I acquiesced. And once again, a book fails to live up to its reputation. It is a good book (a book you read quickly on a beach holiday and have forgotten by next year); but not a great book. The positives: it is gripping, the central villain has great psychological complexity and there are some minor plot twists that were not originally obvious. The bad: it is slow, after 200 odd pages we finally realize what we suspected all along. Beyond the central villain every single character is a recognizable and predictable stereotype with no originality. The worst part of this book was the predictability of the central plot twists, I kept waiting for something breathtakingly original to happen and was bitterly disappointed.
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The Fault in Our Stars By John Green Pdf



Title:- The Fault in Our Stars

Author:  John Green

Categories:-  Novel

Language:- English.



Book Published: Oct, 2012

Diagnosed with Stage IV thyroid cancer at 13, Hazel was prepared to die until, at 14, a medical miracle shrunk the tumours in her lungs… for now.



Two years post-miracle, sixteen-year-old Hazel is post-everything else, too; post-high school, post-friends and post-normalcy. And even though she could live for a long time (whatever that means), Hazel lives tethered to an oxygen tank, the tumours tenuously kept at bay with a constant chemical assault.



Enter Augustus Waters. A match made at cancer kid support group, Augustus is gorgeous, in remission, and shockingly to her, interested in Hazel. Being with Augustus is both an unexpected destination and a long-needed journey, pushing Hazel to re-examine how sickness and health, life and death, will define her and the legacy that everyone leaves behind.
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The Beauty Myth Summary

The Beauty Myth



The basic premise of THE BEAUTY MYTH is that forced adherence to standards of physical beauty has grown stronger for women as they gained power in other societal arenas. Wolf argues that this standard of beauty has taken over the work of social coercion formerly left to myths about motherhood, domesticity, chastity, and passivity, all of which have been used to keep women powerless. In the author’s view, “the gaunt, youthful model [has] supplanted the happy housewife as the arbiter of successful womanhood.” The myth of beauty spreads the belief that an objective measurement of beauty exists, and that woman must want to embody it, and that men must want such women.



However, Wolf contends that the beauty myth is really not about women, it is about men’s institutions and power. Beauty is about behavior, not appearance. The qualities labelled “beautiful” in women in any given time period are no more than symbols of female behavior considered desirable at that time. Besides weakening women psychologically, the beauty myth feeds a multibillion-dollar cosmetics industry, and keeps women from rising too high in the workplace by offering a way around antidiscrimination laws.



THE BEAUTY MYTH is an impassioned book. While occasionally didactic, it is carefully thought out and backed by exhaustive research. Wolf offers chapters on how the beauty myth functions at work, in the media and culture, in the religious sphere, and in sex and sexual relations; she also discusses relationship to violence against women by men and by women themselves in the form of eating disorders and cosmetic surgery. In a final chapter Wolf calls for a third wave of feminism that will dismantle the societal machinery that enforces adherence to the beauty myth.
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Data Structures and Algorithms with Object-Oriented Design Patterns in C++

written by Bruno R. Preiss free download

This book presents readers with a modern,

object-oriented perspective for looking at data structures and algorithms,

clearly showing how to use polymorphism and inheritance, 

and including fragments from working and tested programs.

 


Free download Data Structures and 


Algorithms with Object-Oriented Design Patterns in C++
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Programming The Nintendo Game Boy Advance 

Written by Jonathan S. Harbour  

Now go beyond mere play and design your own games on the Gameboy Advance! 
The only book of its kind on the market, 
Programming the Nintendo Game Boy Advance: 
The Unofficial Guide is written in an easily understood manner suitable for beginning games developers. 
If you're a more advanced programmer, 
you can go right to the sections describing the hardware systems.
Take away from this book a game framework that you can use to develop high-quality games,
and also gain an understanding of the many concepts needed in creating games for this platform. 
You'll need a PC to run the compiler and emulator,
 plus a download cable for testing small games. Free Download Programming The Nintendo Game Boy Advance: The Unofficial Guide by Jonathan S. Harbour 



 Pdf book :DOWNLOAD
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C Programming Tutorial (K&R version 4)

written by Mark Burgess

This book is a tutorial. Its aim is to teach C to a beginner,

but with enough of the details so as not be outgrown as the years go by.

The author presumes that you have some previous aquaintance with programming — 

you need to know what a variable is and what a function is — 

but you do not need much experience. 



  free download C Programming Tutorial (K&R version 4) 
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     Physics for Scientists and Engineers - 8th Edition.    The Author of this Book is Raymond A. Serway, John W. Jewett  Download Physics f...
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The Packers 0nderground Handbook  PDF book free download




   This is a good book for packer . If you want to learn Packing You can use this book.  This is a PDF BOOK copy only for you    The Packers...
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   Aleph  by Paulo Coelho (Goodreads Author)  In his most personal novel to date, internationally bestseller author Paulo Coelho returns wit...
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    Richard Phillips Feynman  Publisher:   Addison Wesley Longman  The set of exercises included here is a collection of problems given to S...
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